Commentary: Moving The Journal Forward
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Breaches of ethics are prevalent in biomedical publishing. Kapoor and colleagues identify several of the practical and ethics dilemmas that they have encountered in editing The Journal of the American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law. Biomedical publishing ethics is continually evolving, with discrepant practice among different publications. Publication ethics apply to authors, editors, peer reviewers, journal publishers or owners, and their respective institutions. The Journal and the American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law (AAPL) would be enhanced by better formulating and elucidating its authorship requirements and relevant disclosures, both in print and online. The Journal could then serve as a leader in this arena.


It is easy to take for granted the many general and professional publications that regularly appear on our doorstep. Writing, organizing, editing, and production all are highly labor-intensive and time-consuming processes. In biomedical publications, the work is now typically collaborative, involving individuals with widely different training, credentials, and perspectives, leading to dissent or even discord among authors who may number in the hundreds.1 Often, only those who have worked in publishing can fully appreciate all that the work entails.

In their article, Kapoor and colleagues2 have provided an inside look at the publication process of a professional psychiatric journal. They offer an overview of some of the particular challenges faced by the editors of The Journal of the American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law (The Journal) from 2000 through 2009. The authors identify these events as ethics dilemmas in publishing. These dilemmas are of course also faced by other medical publications, especially those of professional medical societies throughout the world. Several of their dilemmas are common among biomedical publications (i.e., authorship, peer review bias, and conflict of interest). Further, the authors identified ethics principles that they considered relevant to the situations in question, and then attempted to develop a “conceptual foundation for ethics in forensic psychiatry publishing” (Ref. 2, p 332). The trustworthiness of contemporary biomedicine, whether research or practice, and the media, are highly scrutinized, so that the article is timely. All of this article’s authors, but one, are involved in the publication of The Journal as editors or staff.

Academic publication has not escaped our society’s litigiousness, and editors and authors are not immune from litigation for defamation or other causes of action. Poythress and Petrila3 described a situation in forensic psychology in which a psychopathy researcher, believing that he was defamed by a pending research publication, threatened through his attorney to sue the publication’s authors and the journal editor in the event that the already accepted manuscript were to be published in its present form. They opined that litigation to suppress publication of accepted articles threatens academic freedom and scientific investigation. In another case, an alleged victim of childhood sexual abuse sued, for defamation and invasion of privacy, the authors of an article (and the magazine, and publisher) who had critiqued the earlier published case study involving her repressed and then recovered memory of the abuse.4 Kapoor and colleagues either have not experienced these kinds of situations or have not disclosed them in their article.
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It is important to note at the outset that The Journal is sponsored and published by a professional medical organization. Many other medical periodicals are published and distributed by a for-profit corporation, some of which are internationally based. In addition, some professional medical organizations are a hybrid of these formats and delegate their journal publication and distribution to a for-profit corporation. For-profit journals can reflect their profit motive and thus the content of the periodical, perhaps imperceptibly to the reader. The reader of The Journal can be thankful that commercial interests and the profit motive are not a concern, even to the degree that no paid advertising has ever been published. Beyond that, The American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law (AAPL) does not market and sell products and services other than those directly pertinent to its educational mission (i.e., annual meeting, board review course, and educational materials sold at cost) with the token exception of AAPL souvenir clothing items. Authors neither pay nor are paid for their authorship by The Journal. Thus, there is less potential than at other medical journals for a conflict between commercialism and professionalism.

Representing an organizational periodical, The Journal’s editors are still beholden to the organization and serve at its discretion. Editors-in-chief of several medical journals including The New England Journal of Medicine, The Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), and The Canadian Medical Association Journal have been fired, presumably for failure to comply with the owners’ wishes with respect to administrative or business matters. Indeed, the organization’s journal is the mouthpiece of the organization and its most visible component. Yet, a journal and its owner or publisher may have different agendas.

Professional medical organizations typically grant their editorial staff considerable autonomy and independence and would generally not seek to interfere with the content of their journal. Rennie, a former Deputy Editor of JAMA, expressed the view that a journal’s “biggest asset is its reputation” especially that for intellectual rigor (Ref. 5, p 784). Potential authors do not wish to submit their work to a journal whose editorial independence is likely to be compromised. At the same time, it is unlikely that a professional society and the society journal would want to alienate (i.e., reduce) the membership of the organization through the content or quality of the publication itself, just as the society might avoid adopting controversial public policies or advocacy.

Readers may recall the resulting controversy at the American Medical Association in 1997 when it agreed to an exclusive endorsement and trademark licensing agreement of nine health-related products (air cleaners, scales, massagers, vaporizers, humidifiers, and others) through Sunbeam Products, the manufacturer, in the absence of product testing. Product royalties to the AMA were to be linked to product sales. It was argued that such business relationships lowered respect for the medical organization and physicians in general and compromised the physician-patient relationship. Other professional medical societies have endorsed products, too. Readers often assess the quality and significance of a publisher/medical society by its periodicals.

Today, commercialism is an ever-present concern for patients and consumers generally. Health information is widely available to the general public and medical professionals on the internet, broadcast television, in print, and elsewhere. Questions continue to be raised about the accuracy and objectivity of medical information available in the media. The reader is continually confronted with the need to distinguish accurate information from misinformation, deliberate or inadvertent distortion, or advertising. Health care professionals must apply their sometimes limited knowledge of research methodology, statistics, and data interpretation to comprehend newly published findings and their application to patient care. These considerations affect the credibility of all biomedical publications, including The Journal.

Conflicts of Interest

Medical research, and the publications in which that research is presented, continue to be confronted with allegations, if not findings, of research misconduct. Available data indicate that the number of research papers that have been retracted for fraud have increased in the past decade. Beyond the occurrence of actual fraud such as data fabrication are other forms of misconduct, such as plagiarism, scientific error, and the bias introduced by conflicts of interest. Medical publication through objective peer review procedures has been regarded as one mechanism by
which to ensure the integrity of the underlying scientific work.

Biomedical journals vary considerably in their rules and procedures related to conflict of interest and disclosures of such.\textsuperscript{10} Conflict of interest considerations apply to authors, editors, peer reviewers, research sponsors, and their respective institutions. Such disclosures were optional to authors in the past, but are now typically mandatory, although their comprehensiveness varies. Disclosures of conflicts of interest, of course, do not negate bias or legitimate the published data and interpretation.\textsuperscript{11} Some periodicals provide information about required conflict of interest disclosures on their web sites, in print, in the instructions to authors section, or on a required authorship disclosure form submitted with the manuscript. Some journals provide a definition of conflict of interest, while others even provide examples of what constitutes a required conflict of interest disclosure (e.g., direct financial ownership through equities or stock, consultancy, personal relationships, paid expert testimony, and travel grants). Journal disclosure policies vary regarding the threshold of financial involvement to be reported, and the relevant time interval for that involvement.\textsuperscript{12} Some journals publish disclosures of financial relationships and other potential conflicts of interest of the editors themselves.\textsuperscript{13} Many journals annually publish names of peer reviewers for the previous year, without conflict of interest disclosures, although the editor may retain those unpublished data. Research in this area has demonstrated that some journals state that they adhere to the conflict of interest provisions of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE),\textsuperscript{14} but do not actually do so.\textsuperscript{10}

The ICMJE requires that participating journals call for the disclosure of four types of information and provide specific definitions.\textsuperscript{12} Beginning November 1, 2010, any “relevant financial activities outside the submitted work, during the 36 months prior to submission,” must be reported on that form, which is completed online and subsequently revised when appropriate. An additional required disclosure includes any “other relationships or activities that readers perceive to have influenced, or that give the appearance of potentially influencing, what you wrote in the submitted work,” for the 36 months before submission.\textsuperscript{15}

There is less consensus in biomedicine and its publications about identifying and disclosing nonfinancial conflicts of interest. The Institute of Medicine (IOM), in its definition of conflict of interest, identifies these nonfinancial interests as desire for professional advancement, recognition for personal achievement, and favors to colleagues, friends, and family.\textsuperscript{16,17} The IOM apparently has overlooked such possible conflicts as political or other advocacy interests. Regarding financial relationships, the IOM suggested that the medical profession develop a consensus regarding standard content, format, and procedures for the disclosure of financial relationships with industry, the categories of relationships that should be disclosed, and the specific information that should be provided.\textsuperscript{16,17}

Conflict of interest considerations are pervasive in medical practice, research, and subsequent publication. Ethics guidelines to manage these considerations are a moving target and will continue to evolve. The ICMJE adopted conflicts of interest provisions regarding the conduct and reporting of research, and \textit{The Journal} has similar requirements.

Financial conflicts of interest are less prevalent in forensic psychiatry, given the absence of commercial research support in the field, but they are not absent. \textit{The Journal} authors often are paid testimonial experts in civil litigation on behalf of corporate interests. If an expert psychiatric witness, repeatedly retained by the tobacco industry in litigation, subsequently attempts to publish an article in \textit{The Journal} about the voluntariness of tobacco use, tobacco addiction, or related topics, then that expert would be expected to disclose that the underlying work has been funded by the industry.

More broadly troubling for forensic psychiatry publishing is the disclosure of nonfinancial conflicts of interest, whether intellectual, religious, political, academic, or personal. Might the reader, for instance, be interested to know that the author of an article on pre-trial criminal forensic mental health evaluations was exclusively retained by and testified for the prosecution? Might the reader be interested to know that the author of an article on legal disposition of sexual offenders had been personally sexually assaulted? Might the reader want to know that the author of an article on capital punishment has openly advocated for the abolition of the death penalty?

Arguably, any personal or professional experience that could bias an author could be said to present a conflict of interest. Of course, there are no bright lines that define what might be considered poten-
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tional or actual biases in this regard (i.e., family member victimization). This is not merely a hypothetical concern; readers may be familiar with some of the literature regarding the sexual victimization of psychotherapists.

As we know from our work as forensic evaluators, no one is free of bias, and no published article is completely free of bias. Asking authors to state whether they have a conflict of interest, which is one type of bias, is especially problematic, since people are known to be poor judges of their own biases. Cognitive research has shown that people are prone to rationalize their beliefs and actions and thereby tend not to believe that conflicts of interest affect them. These concerns place journal editors, and ultimately the reader, in a challenging situation.

The Journal has not formally adopted the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals published by the ICMJE, but could easily do so. Rather, it incorporates some of that group’s provisions into its own. The Journal’s website contains no information about conflict of interest definitions or procedures. The time frame for conflicts of interest is not explained. There is no source of information about what might constitute a disclosable conflict of interest, and no illustrative examples or discussion of this is provided. The process of resolving an unreported conflict of interest is not published, as other journals have done. The editors’ own conflicts of interest disclosures are not provided online or in print.

My perusal of authors’ disclosures of financial or other potential conflicts of interest in The Journal located remarkably few such statements in any of the articles, a practice that began in 2010 with Volume 38. In that volume, there were three articles with disclosures in the first issue from four authors, two articles with disclosures in the second issue from four authors, and no disclosures in the remaining two issues. Most of the disclosures relate to a committee membership or office in a professional organization. Thus, there were disclosures in just 5 of 88 articles in the entire volume, excluding the Legal Digest. The reader should consider the possible explanations for the absence of disclosures to this magnitude. Perhaps such potential author influences and biases do not exist in our field, or perhaps they are not recognized or publicly acknowledged. Disclosures of conflicts of interest in other medical journals or even in the development of clinical practice guidelines are sometimes omitted by authors and deans.

The Journal’s editors, with little effort or controversy, could readily rectify these conflict of interest omissions, both online and in print. Beyond those changes, an additional disclosure should include the professional and personal sources of income for each co-author, regardless of whether the co-author believes that there is a potential conflict of interest with the substance of the manuscript. This disclosure is analogous to the presentation of the credentials of the expert witness in which the expert’s professional experience and credentials are outlined for the trier of fact to assess the expert’s credibility and objectivity. Let the reader be the judge of whether the author’s interests and activities constitute potential conflicts. Recall that voting members of the American Psychiatric Association and American Psychological Association are provided with the income sources of its candidates for office and their professional activities before each election. If there are a large number of co-authors in a given article, then space limitations may dictate that the information be made available only online. Contemplating this, the ICMJE disclosure form can be completed by the author online and then stored there for future review by readers or realtime revision by the author.

We know that we cannot eliminate bias in our evaluations, testimony, publications, or our lives, but can only strive to limit and minimize bias. Perhaps, alternatively, in lieu of objectivity, we can make these biases transparent to others. Should the disclosure default rules err on the side of over-reporting or under-reporting? Yet, biomedicine and its publications must determine how far to go and how much time, energy, and resources are to be devoted to this effort. One survey of several types of health care professionals, for instance, concluded that 88 percent of respondents believed that commercial support of continuing education programs introduces bias, but only 42 percent were willing to pay increased registration fees to eliminate or reduce that commercial support. At a minimum, biomedical journals should pursue more consistency in disclosure standards, so that authors and readers can become accustomed to a broader disclosure practice.

Biomedical Authorship

Kapoor and colleagues raise the complex area of biomedical authorship and indicate that the editors
are unaware of authorship disputes in manuscript submissions. The Journal continues to apply the three-pronged ICMJE standard for scientific authorship and requires that all co-authors execute in writing their adherence to this standard. The editors have not routinely asked co-authors to substantiate their compliance with these criteria and presumably have not had reason to do so in a given situation. Here, too, editors rely on self-reported information from contributors without corroboration. Biomedical journal editors avoid becoming involved in authorship disputes among co-authors, but ghostwriting and guest authorship have regularly occurred in the recent past, to the detriment of a journal and its editors.  

The Journal has retained its practice of an authorship model rather the contributorship model advocated elsewhere and practiced by JAMA and other high-impact publications. In the contributorship model, each co-author identifies his or her specific contribution to the research and publication to promote accuracy, transparency, and accountability. One author, for instance, could indicate that he wrote the first draft of the paper and then added the comments of the co-authors and peer reviewers. In this model, one of the authors is identified as a guarantor who takes overall responsibility for the endeavor. Academic promotions committees, research funding sources, and readers may have legitimate interest in the specific contribution of each co-author. Kapoor et al. unconvincingly explain their reluctance to adopt the contributorship model by its “lack of wide acceptance in academia and concerns about its applicability outside of laboratory research” (Ref. 2, p 337). Neither reservation seems cogent. Imagine attending any professional entertainment performance (e.g., film, theater, or dance) with a long list of hundreds of names but no specific reference to their individual roles. As forensic psychiatrists, we are especially knowledgeable and sensitive to responsibility and accountability and not only can process such information, but arguably are entitled to more author-specific data than a simple byline.

The Journal’s Instructions for Authors and the Authorship Responsibility form could be enhanced by a more detailed description of authorship rules and expectations. Other medical journals, for instance, provide a definition of plagiarism with examples of what submissions are, or are not, acceptable. Procedures for resolving authorship disputes and other matters could be established in advance and published as recommended by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). This information could be provided both in print and online.

Authorship concerns in forensic mental health publishing could be the subject of empirical study. Authorship decision-making has been the subject of empirical investigation in other fields. We do not know the prevalence and significance of gift authorship, ghost authorship, authorship disputes over sequencing, actual conflicts of interest, method of establishing authorship, satisfaction of authors with actual decision-making practices, and other matters in the forensic mental health field. These concerns may or may not differ between publishing in forensic mental health and other fields.

Ethics of Forensic Publishing

In their paper, Kapoor and colleagues bravely initiated an inquiry regarding the underlying ethics principles that guide publishing in forensic mental health. They wonder whether forensic publishing should be guided by a physician-patient ethic, a forensic evaluator-evaluee ethic (whatever that may be), the “virtuous physician” model proposed by Pellegreino (Ref. 31, pp 14–15) or some variation or combination of these.

Recall that the treating physician-patient relationship is primarily dyadic, as is the forensic evaluator-evaluee. Our collective struggle to identify an ethics model for the forensic evaluator-evaluee relationship derives in part from the triadic, or at least the non-dyadic, nature of forensic work, with the justice system and the larger society introduced as other parties. Similarly, in the publication realm, interested parties include editors, peer reviewers, publishers, research funding sources, academic promotions committees, the general reading public, and the mental health field generally. Given these many voices and audiences, we are unlikely to identify a simple model or ethic of medical publishing. Some may analogize biomedical publishing to journalism, but the practice ethics in journalism differs from that in medical research.

Recall, too, that the American Medical Association Principles of Medical Ethics, with the American Psychiatric Association’s Annotation, in Section 5, command us to pursue scientific research, continuing medical education, a lifetime of learning, and publication of information to patients and the
public. How else do we demonstrate our professionalism than by research, teaching, and publication? The vignettes discussed in Kapoor et al. demonstrate the three concepts of professionalism denoted by Belitz: interpersonal professionalism, intrapersonal professionalism, and public professionalism (Ref. 34, p 77). The increasing attention to medical professionalism as behavioral rather than attitudinal may also assist us to identify critical ethics concepts in publishing.

In conclusion, we are grateful that Kapoor et al. have opened the door to the workings of The Journal and have begun a dialogue about the larger ethics-related concerns. Publication practices and ethics guidelines are a moving, continuously evolving target. No doubt the editors will be confronted with many challenges ahead, especially in the realm of new medical diagnostic and assessment technology, Internet communication, and the appearance of open-access journals. The forensic applications of technological advancements, such as new and more powerful forensic assessment instruments and neurobiological and genetic assessment tools, will introduce new conflicts of interest and other concerns for the editors, of which we cannot even conceive at this point.
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